MEMORANDUM
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

Summit County EMS Board
Fire Chiefs and Deputy County Manager
January 11, 2020
Revised EMS Baseline Report

Introduction
Over the past several years, Summit County has heard concerns about the
management and delivery of Emergency Medical Services (EMS) in North
and South Summit, specifically around level of service, including the number
of ambulances and stations, experienced providers, response times, and the
feeling eastern Summit County residents have that they are not receiving
the level of service for which they are paying with their taxes.
At the September 15, 2020, Council of Governments (COG) meeting, the
mayors of North and South Summit, along with the new Fire Chief of North
Summit Fire District, requested the County look at and consider proposed
changes to the management and operations of EMS in eastern Summit
County.
Until now, the County had not done a deep dive analysis of EMS
performance data to understand the generation of the mayors’ concerns,
verify if and where there are problems, and identify opportunities for
improvement.
The County committed to working with the EMS Board to develop and
present a baseline report of the system’s operations, budget, and
performance at the December COG meeting. Due to additional analysis that
needed to be done on some of the data presented in the report, the
presentation and discussion of the EMS baseline report has been postponed
until the January 19, 2021 COG meeting.
After the September COG meeting, County Manager, Tom Fisher, appointed
Mayors Matt McCormick of Kamas City, and Trevor Johnson of Coalville City
to the EMS Board to represent the mayors’ views on the Board.
The EMS Board met on October 12, 2020. Dr. Scott McIntosh, Summit
County EMS Medical Director, provided an overview of the EMS system,
including provider review, certifications, and qualifications; training;
response times; advancements in care; medical control meetings; ongoing
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call review; run patient care recordkeeping; quality assurance and
improvement process; EMS protocols; and Paramedic mentorship programs.
Park City Fire Chief Paul Hewitt and Administrative Battalion Chief Ashley
Lewis, current managers of the County’s EMS, then gave an operational
overview of the system, presenting data on budget, number of ambulances,
response times, mutual aide, and other aspects of the system.
Mayors McCormick and Johnson and North Summit Fire Chief Ian Nelson
were then able to share their concerns and what they have been hearing
from the community.
The meeting ended with a discussion about the EMS Board’s responsibilities
to the COG and how best to provide the baseline report the COG requested
at the September meeting. To start this process, Janna Young, Deputy
County Manager was assigned to work in a small group with the fire chiefs of
North Summit, South Summit, and Park City to put together that report to
bring back to the EMS Board for discussion and approval before presenting it
at the January 2021 COG meeting.
The purpose of the report, which is fact- and data-based, is not to offer
solutions but to provide a baseline understanding of the current EMS system
to help guide further discussion. Specifically, the report presents information
about the history of the EMS system in Summit County, evolution of EMS
management and staffing, provider training and certifications, budget,
response times, and a comparison of the County’s system with other rural
EMS systems in other counties.
The small group first met on October 29 and again on November 5 to better
define the group’s deliverables and the concerns expressed. On November
12, the small group took a deep dive into the system’s data, meeting with
EMS directors of other rural counties to see how Summit County’s system
compared, and with the Director of Summit County Dispatch to review
trends in response times and dispatching protocols over the last five years
as operational changes have been implemented.
On November 17, 19, and 23, the small group finalized the baseline report
and presented it to the EMS Board on November 30. At the November 30
meeting, the EMS Board raised issues that needed additional clarification,
such as the level of certification and expertise of personnel between the
three systems, the number of hours when the stations were not fully staffed
in North and South Summit, and what it would cost to equip North and
South Summit with the same level of staffing and ambulances as the Park
City area.
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The following pages include the baseline information requested, as well as
the additional clarifications requested by the EMS Board and subsequent
discussions with mayors and others.
Articulation of Concerns
Several of the mayors of the North and South Summit cities and towns have
expressed concerns that the current EMS system is seeing a high turnover
rate in experienced providers; has little local involvement and few paid oncall providers; and eastern Summit County residents feel they are not
getting the coverage or service level for which they are paying.
One of the biggest complaints from the mayors and the North and South
Summit Fire Chiefs is the current staffing model, which requires part-time
providers to respond from the station while on duty rather than on-call with
a pager from home. It has been expressed that this method has “run off” the
local providers. We have also heard similar concerns from those on-call
providers who have left Summit County EMS.
They argue that under the prior on-call, page from home system, Summit
County EMS had experienced local medical professionals who also worked as
nurses and Paramedics in the Salt Lake Valley. These providers left Summit
County EMS when the change was made to providers responding from the
station because they could not continue their full-time employment in the
Salt Lake Valley under this model. As a result, the County system lost this
local experience.
The North and South Summit Fire Chiefs also expressed concern that the
overall EMS program is underfunded, forcing the system to utilize part-time
providers to avoid the cost of benefits. However, limiting providers to less
than 30 hours/week or 1,560 hours annually contributes to the staffing
challenges concerning turnover and experience. The limited hours also make
it difficult for providers who are newer to the County to form critical
relationships and to have consistency in the crews responding to each area
to build community trust.
Finally, the mayors and fire chiefs also expressed concerns that ambulances
are staffed with only two providers, at times requiring the Fire Districts or
Paramedics from Park City to be dispatched for lift assistance or other help,
causing delays in getting the patient the care he or she needs. This staffing
model, along with retention challenges, have also resulted in the feeling that
ambulances have been “browned out” due to insufficient staffing. In looking
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at the data, out of 32,064 shift hours over the past year, there were 92 hours
when ambulances in either North or South Summit were staffed with only

one provider for a portion of a shift or an entire shift. That one provider still
responded to calls. The ambulance was not technically “browned out.” The
data show that during those shifts with only one provider, three calls came
in. One call was a trauma incident and required response. In this instance,
the provider made it to the scene and established patient care while another
ambulance was dispatched from another area. The fear is that these shortstaffed incidents will occur more frequently, hampering the ability of
ambulances in Coalville and/or Kamas to respond effectively. There is also
concern about response times in North and South Summit.
The Goal, or Ideal Situation
Summit County EMS responds to every call with experienced, local providers
and arrives at incidents quickly, providing citizens with high quality and
reliable service. This ideal situation includes:
• Sufficient funding to recruit and retain part-time and full-time
providers who are local residents
o Incentives for on-call staff (if there is consensus that on-call
staffing should be utilized and improves the system)
o Budget to pay:
 Benefits, allowing providers to work more than 1,560
hours per year; or
 Higher wages to make it easier for local providers to live
and work part-time in North and South Summit
• High quality, certified providers who receive regular training and meet
training goals
• Experienced providers who have established relationships in the
community
• Consistency with ambulance crews so they get to know the community
and build trust
• More cooperative relationships between North Summit, South Summit,
Park City, and Summit County elected leadership and fire districts
Obstacles Impacting the Ideal Situation
• Funding
• Finding and retaining experienced local providers/EMTs
• Relationships between EMS, fire, city, and county leadership
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Background/History
State Structure and Regulation
The Bureau of Emergency Medical Services and Preparedness (BEMSP),
housed in the Utah Department of Health, is Utah’s designated agency to
regulate the EMS system, and other responsibilities around time-critical
specialty systems of care and the state’s public health emergency
preparedness efforts.
The BEMSP regulates a standardized system of prehospital care in Utah. The
BEMSP licenses Emergency Medical Dispatchers (EMD), Emergency Medical
Responders (EMR), Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT), Advanced
Emergency Medical Technicians (AEMT), and Paramedics. The scope of
practice for each level, excluding EMD, was adopted from national standards.
Competency is validated by the National Registry for Emergency Medical
Technicians (NREMT). Licensure applicants must successfully complete an
approved course, pass a federal criminal background check, and receive
national EMS certification from NREMT to become licensed in Utah. The
license is good for two years.
The following are currently certified EMS personnel in Utah as of December
2019:
Emergency Medical Dispatcher — 603
EMR — 64
EMT — 4,543
AEMT — 2,999
Paramedic — 2,070
In accordance with state statute, EMS ground ambulance agencies provide
service to exclusive geographic areas to ensure statewide access to quality
emergency care and eliminate duplication. Local jurisdictions are responsible
for selecting the service agency and level of care provided by that agency for
their community. The BEMSP ensures the service agency meets six
regulatory requirements such as personnel, equipment, and medical
direction to approve licensure or designation.
As of January 2020, there were a total of 92 licensed ground ambulance and
Paramedic rescue agencies, 43 designated quick response providers, and 11
air medical agencies providing various levels of prehospital care in Utah.
Also, there were 31 designated emergency medical dispatch centers.
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The licensed personnel include part-time paid, full-time paid, and on-call
paid. An all-volunteer or paid on-call force covers a large majority of the
rural areas. Each licensed ambulance service also has a certified medical
director to provide medical control.
Summit County EMS
Ambulance service in Summit County has evolved over the past three
decades. Prior to August 1996, EMS in the Park City area was operated by
Holy Cross Hospital. Ambulances were staffed with on-call EMTs. The on-call
EMTs wore pagers and responded to the ambulances dispatched.
On August 1, 1996, Summit County became the license holder to render
ambulance service countywide and contracted with Park City Fire District
(PCFD) to operate ambulance services in the Park City area.
At the same time, the North and South Summit areas were operated by
ambulance associations. The EMTs in the North and South Summit areas
responded much like the EMTs did in the Park City area prior to August
1996. After August 1996, EMTs in the Park City area became part-time
employees of the PCFD and were stationed in the fire stations alongside
firefighters.
In 2000, the County approached PCFD and requested the District assume
management of the North Summit EMS area as well. On January 1, 2001,
the District began to manage the ambulance service for North Summit under
a separate agreement than the one covering Park City Paramedic response.
Approximately 20 EMTs from the North Summit area were hired by the PCFD
to respond to calls.
On October 1, 2013, the Summit County Manager approached the PCFD to
manage the South Summit ambulance under a separate interlocal
agreement. The PCFD then hired 22 EMTs working for the South Summit
ambulance service.
There are members of the community who argue that the agreement for
PCFD to manage EMS service for North and South Summit was not meant to
be a permanent arrangement, but temporary until both North and South
Summit were able to take over management of the services again.
Park City Paramedic response remained under its own agreement between
PCFD and the County.
Summit County EMS includes a 911 emergency call system, emergency
medical dispatch, first response, ground ambulance, search and rescue, air
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medical transport, medical oversight, and quality assurance. The system
works through the coordinated efforts of a variety of agencies including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summit County EMS (North and South Summit)
PCFD Paramedic response
Summit County Sheriff’s Department
Kamas City Police
North Summit Fire District
South Summit Fire District
Summit County Search and Rescue
University of Utah Airmedical System
Intermountain Life Flight

The system utilizes a tiered response with part-time EMTs stationed out of
the North Summit Fire Station and the Kamas garage, providing Basic and
Advanced Life Support response and transport. PCFD provides mutual aid
with a paramedic ambulance on 911 responses requiring additional life
support measures. North Summit and South Summit Fire Districts also
provide responses to 911 EMS calls. Air medical resources are utilized on a
case-by-case basis, typically depending on travel time to the nearest Trauma
1 Emergency Department.
All aspects of response and training are managed the same for all EMS
personnel regardless of the area they serve or are assigned. The equipment
and supplies purchased for EMS response are consistent throughout Summit
County. All training programs, initiatives, and protocols at the Advanced EMT
level are also consistent throughout Summit County.
Medical direction is provided by Dr. Scott McIntosh, a board-certified
emergency medicine physician practicing in the University of Utah
Emergency Department. The role of medical direction is to establish and
guide clinical care, protocol development, chart review, individual provider
performance, and ongoing education. Dr. McIntosh conducts case reviews
through medical training.
Park City Fire District (PCFD)
PCFD is an all-hazard response fire/EMS organization that serves a
community whose population fluctuates with seasonal tourism, supported by
property taxes from residents who pay for this level of service. The District
operates seven fire stations that are within a 5- to 7-minute range to
respond to any 911 call.
Comparable to agencies on the Wasatch front, the PCFD staffing model is
dynamic with the ability to cross staff fire engines and ambulances. All 78
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firefighters are either Advanced EMT or Paramedic certified. There are 26
firefighter/EMS personnel on shift each day. Four of the seven fire stations
have a frontline ambulance while the other three have a reserve ambulance
to cross staff if the call volume is high. Each ambulance is staffed with one
Advanced EMT and one Paramedic.
During the high occupancy tourism months, emergency medical calls can
outnumber available ambulances, which increase the possibility of slower
response times. In this situation fire engines respond with personnel who
carry, at minimum, an Advanced EMT certificate to render emergency care
until the ambulance arrives.
Evolution/History of PCFD’s Paramedic Response
• Prior to 1996: First responder certification. PCFD responded to
medical calls with Advanced EMT ambulance. Many ambulance
employees also worked for PCFD. Staffed three stations.
•

After August 1996: Basic Engine Certification, Intermediate
ambulance transport. All ambulance personnel transitioned to PCFD
employees. Many ambulance personnel were not firefighter certified and
only worked on the ambulance out of one station on 24-hour shifts.
Many part-time firefighter/EMTs worked full-time with other agencies.
PCFD started sending firefighters to Paramedic school in preparation for
Paramedic engines. Responded to over 200 calls per month, fire and
medical combined.

•

1997: Became a licensed Paramedic agency with Paramedic
engines. Maintained intermediate EMT level ambulance. Constructed
station 35. Listed revenues over $2.8 million. Generated $267,768 in
EMS service fees. Responded to over 200 calls per month, on average.
Continued to send firefighters to Paramedic school.

•

1997-2000: Recruited Paramedics to work full-time for PCFD to
enhance Paramedic program. Four staffed stations.

•

2001: Assumed operations of North Summit ambulance

•

2002: 2002 Winter Olympics. Implemented seasonal ambulance
program.

•

2013: Assumed operations of South Summit ambulance
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Summit County EMS vs. Park City Paramedic Response
There is an important distinction between Park City Paramedic response and
Summit County EMS, which are both operated by PCFD.
Park City Paramedic response serves a more urban area, whereas Summit
County EMS in North and South Summit is a rural system. PCFD has
separate interlocal agreements with the County to provide service in all
three areas.
Due to the resources PCFD has, paid for by residents living in the PCFD
boundaries, and the call volume in the Park City area, the system can afford
to operate five ambulances each shift with full-time Paramedics, providing
the Park City area with a higher level of EMS service.
PCFD’s human resources personnel analyzed what it would cost to ramp up
North and South Summit’s service to five ambulances staffed with full-time
providers, which is comparable to the service level in the Park City area.
Based on this analysis, the total yearly cost would be $3.8 million ($2.1
million in wages/salaries, $1.4 million in benefits, and $328,000 in
operational costs).
This figure includes:
• Salaries and benefits for 35 full-time Advanced EMTs at $19.77/hour
($41,122 annually)* and 7 full-time shift supervisors at $21.75/hour
($45,240 annually)*, for a total of 42 employees, which are needed to
adequately cover full-time shifts in a 24/7/365 period

•

*These rates reflect the current PCFD pay scale and are comparable to what
surrounding counties pay for full-time providers (PCFD does pay a bit higher than
other surrounding systems and the state due to the cost of living in Summit County
and the difficulty with recruiting providers there).

Operational costs, such as diesel fuel, oils/lubricants, uniforms,
training, station supplies, station furnishings, station maintenance,
utilities, billings, computer hardware/software, telephone, radios, data,
certification fees, vehicle maintenance, EMS supplies and equipment,
and capital outlay

This figure does not include:
• Recruitment costs, such as advertising, application processing,
background checks, physicals, drug screens, etc. to hire 42 full-time
employees, which are estimated to be $30,000 or greater
• Support staff such as logistics, IT, finance, HR, legal, billing, etc.
• Capital costs to build stations or expand existing facilities to house the
increased staffing
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Based on current annual call volume in North and South Summit (824 calls
per year), five full-time ambulances at the rates listed above would result in
165 calls per ambulance per year, or 20 calls per provider per year, which is
about 2.6 calls every 7 days worked, at a cost of $4,612 per call (excluding
revenues). Currently, each ambulance in North and South Summit responds
to approximately 412 calls per year, or 22 calls per provider at a cost $948
per call (excluding revenues).
The combined budgets for EMS in North and South Summit are currently
$781,000. The County would need to increase that budget by about $3
million to cover these increased costs.
Due to the population size, geography, and resources in the Park City area,
which is more urban in nature compared to the more rural North and South
Summit, the Park City ambulance service should not be included in the
analysis of service levels and performance in eastern Summit County as it is
not an accurate comparison. Analysis should be focused on how EMS is
operating in North and South Summit, especially when compared with other
rural systems in the state.
Current Summit County EMS Operations
Demographics and Geography
State
At approximately 84,017 square miles, Utah is the 13th largest state in land
mass. As of July 2018, Utah’s population was more than 3.16 million and the
population is expected to grow by 95% by 2060 [SORU, 2017].
Of Utah’s twenty-nine counties, five are classified as urban and contain 79%
of the state’s population: Salt Lake County (36%), Utah County (20%),
Davis County (11%), Weber County (8%), and Cache County (4%). In
addition, Utah has 11 counties classified as rural (population density of 6
people per square mile) and 13 counties classified as frontier (population
density of <6 people per square mile) [Gardner/OPCRH].
There are nearly one million households in Utah with an overage of three
people per home. The median household income is $65,000, and
approximately 10% have an income below the national poverty level.
Proportionally, Utah has the most children (younger than age 18), consisting
of 29% of the population, of any state in the United States. By contrast,
Utah ranks 37th for largest population of those 65 years or older at 11%
[Statista 2018].
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Summit County
Summit County is a third-class county and is one of the 11 Utah counties
classified as “rural” with an approximate population of 42,145 living within a
total EMS service area of 1,267 square miles (population density of about 33
people per square mile). Note: the total square mileage of Summit County is
larger (around 1,882), which includes several hundred acres of national
forest and mountains where no one lives.
North and South Summit, comprised of the towns and cities of Henefer,
Coalville, Oakley, Kamas, and Francis, have a combined population of about
12,962, including unincorporated areas.
The Park City area is comprised of the Snyderville Basin, a populous
unincorporated region, and Park City with a combined population of around
29,183.
Much of eastern Summit County has mountainous terrain and some difficult
areas to access. As the population continues to grow in Utah, impacts of that
growth are seen in Summit County where once remote cabin areas are
turning into permanent, full-time residences. The lack of infrastructure in
these areas makes it difficult for emergency personnel, such as EMS and fire
service to get in quickly and safely when needed.
Currently, Summit County EMS has five ambulances in North and South
Summit combined. In North Summit, one ambulance is stationed in Coalville
City and one in Henefer. In South Summit, two ambulances are stationed in
Kamas City and one in Oakley City. However, only two of these five
ambulances, one located in Coalville City and one in Kamas City, are frontline ambulances and are staffed and used daily.
According to the EMS zones as defined in the County’s Dispatch system*,
those two ambulances cover a combined service area of 1,162 square miles
(631 square miles in North Summit, and 531 square miles in South
Summit), or one ambulance per approximately 581 square miles on each
shift. This density is comparable to the other rural EMS systems studied in
the state – Carbon County, Grand County, Sevier County, and Wasatch
County – which have one ambulance per 500-600 square miles on average.
Park City Paramedic response has ten ambulances, five of which are fully
staffed and used each day, that serve an area of around 104 square miles,
or approximately one ambulance every 21 miles.
*NOTE: The square mileage for all three EMS zones/service areas will not match the total
square miles in Summit County because South Summit’s EMS zone crosses the southern
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border into portions of Wasatch County, and a large portion of North Summit is covered by
Uinta County, Wyoming.

The 15 ambulances between the two systems are rotated between all
stations in the County, regardless of the area, ensuring each vehicle in use
meets inspection requirements and is equipped to respond to incidents
effectively and safely. Not all 15 ambulances are frontline vehicles. They
include 4 frontline ambulances, 2 jump staff ambulances, and 4
backup/reserve ambulances in case an ambulance is getting serviced or
otherwise out commission.
Staffing
There are three primary certifications for providers of emergency medical
services: Basic EMT, Advanced EMT, and Paramedic. Each certification not
only designates the level of training and education of each provider, but also
the number of interventions, medications, and medical care each provider is
authorized to administer.
The Primary focus of a Basic EMT is to provide basic emergency medical
care and transportation for critical and emergency patients who access the
emergency medical system. These providers can administer patient-assisted
medications such as Nitro, EPI-Pen, Prescribed Inhaler, or Oral Glucose.
An Advanced EMT has the basic EMT training and authorization but is also
able to provide and perform interventions with basic and advanced
equipment typically found on an ambulance. Examples include:
• Airways not intended for insertion into the trachea
• Blood glucose monitor
• Multi-lumen airway
• Establish peripheral intravenous airway
• Tracheal-bronchial suctioning of established airway
• Establish intraosseous airway
• Medication administration, such as sublingual nitroglycerin, glucagon,
IV 50% dextrose, albuterol, IV narcotic antagonist, IV analgesic
A Paramedic is the most advanced certification and demonstrates
competency handling emergencies utilizing all basic and advanced life
support equipment and skills. A Paramedic can perform all the interventions
that an Advanced EMT administers, plus has the skills and authority to
administer a plethora of additional medications and provide advanced life
support using intravenous therapy, a defibrillator, and advanced airway
adjuncts to control the airway in cases of respiratory and cardiac arrest.
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All providers in Summit County’s system are Advanced EMTs or Paramedics
(Summit County does not currently employ any Basic EMTs). Below is a
breakdown of the staffing in each area of the County, their certification, and
where they live.
North and South Summit
• Total of 37 employees*
o 36 Part-time Advanced EMTs, which includes 2 Part-time Shift
Supervisors
o 1 Full-time EMS Coordinator
• Average hourly rate: $13.04
• Serves approximately 12,962 residents
*Of the 37 providers in North and South Summit combined, fifteen live in eastern Summit
County (4 in North Summit and 11 in South Summit) and one in the Park City area. Twentytwo providers live outside of Summit County
**Optimal staffing for North and South Summit combined is around 52. The system has
experienced some turnover recently, reducing the workforce to 37 employees. PCFD is
actively engaged in interviews with potential new providers now

Park City Paramedic Response
• Total of 78 employees***
o 45 Full-time Advanced EMTs
o 33 Full-time Paramedics
o Includes 1 On-Duty Battalion Chief
• Serves approximately 29,183 residents
***These 78 employees are also full-time firefighters for the District and certified to
respond to both fire suppression and medical calls. However, there are only 11 staffed EMS
positions every day with 4 employees who crossover when needed

Currently, there are no Paramedics on staff in North or South Summit. When
a Paramedic is needed, they are dispatched from the Park City area. Again,
the benefit of a Paramedic is an array of interventions and medication that
can be administered and a higher level of overall medical care that can be
provided to a patient. The reason why there are so many Paramedics in the
Park City area is because PCFD decided more than a decade ago that this is
the level of service it wants to provide the community and it has the budget
to support it. This structure has also helped PCFD with recruitment and
retention by providing personnel with growth opportunity.
It is in PCFD’s long-term staffing plan to get to a point where Paramedics are
on staff in North or South Summit. The current challenge is the budget
required to pay the full-time Paramedic wage. It is very difficult to find a
Paramedic who will work part-time, or an Advanced EMT willing to go
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through the schooling and training to reach the Paramedic certification for a
part-time position or salary. However, the system is working towards this
goal.
Longevity and Experience
On average, the 37 AEMT providers in North and South Summit have 3.77
years of service with PCFD with a range of 0.42 years to 19.64 years.
However, several the mid-career providers (5 or 7 years with PCFD) were
serving as EMTs in North or South Summit, or another jurisdiction before
PCFD assumed operations of the system, so their years of experience are
more than the time they have been EMTs with PCFD.
Staffing Model and Shifts
PCFD has used several staffing models over the years. In 1996, the Park City
area ambulances were staffed with part-time and full-time EMTs and
firefighter/EMTs, 24/7/365 progressing to the current model of full-time
firefighter/AEMT or Paramedics.
In the North and South Summit areas, ambulance coverage began with one
ambulance staffed in both areas with three on-call EMTs, 24/7/365. This
model has evolved to the present model of one ambulance in each area
staffed with two, on-duty, Advanced EMTs, 24/7/365, which is arguably an
increase in service level due to the higher certification of providers and the
move from on-call to part-time. The full timeline of this evolution is as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

In 2016, the North and South Summit systems had three providers on
duty each shift Monday-Friday
In June 2017, staffing went to 12-hour shifts, Monday-Sunday with oncall providers responding to night calls
In June 2019, staffing moved to a 24/7 service, responding to calls
from the station
In March 2018, staffing moved to 2-person crews on duty during the
day and 2-person crews on duty at night in North Summit
In May 2020, staffing went to 2-person crews in South Summit

Currently, the 37 providers that cover North and South Summit, are
assigned to 12-hour shifts, either from 7am-7pm or 7pm-7am (some
providers work all 24 hours in one shift) with four providers each shift – two
in Coalville and two in Kamas. Current management of the EMS in North and
South Summit has determined there is not a large enough call volume to
justify the cost of backup or on-call staffing (which is about $16,000 per
year) to respond in the rare instances when a second ambulance is needed
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(on average, this occurs 10-12 times per year). Back up currently responds
from the other eastern Summit County area or Park City.
Over the past year, there have been instances when shifts were not fully
staffed in North or South Summit, meaning only one provider was on. PCFD
ran the data on open shift hours in the 2020 service year. Out of the total
32,064 shift hours between January 1, 2020 and November 30, 2020, 92
hours had only one provider at a station in either North or South Summit.
During those 92 hours, three calls came in – one call was canceled when the
ambulance was enroute, one call was a request for ambulance standby at an
event, and the third was a trauma incident to which the one AEMT
responded and established patient care. Shortly after, an ambulance from
Park City arrived at the scene to assist. See Attachment A for a report of
those open shift hours with notes for why the ambulance was not fully
staffed.
Many factors have triggered the changes over the years to how the
ambulance is staffed in the North and South Summit areas. For example,
several local EMTs that worked full-time jobs within the cities of Coalville and
Kamas could leave their full-time employment to respond to the occasional
EMS call. But as the community grew and call volume increased, Summit
County EMS found employers less willing to allow their employees to
respond to EMS calls, often taking them away from work for three hours or
more, leaving that employer short-staffed for a significant period of the
workday. As such, several EMTs that were able to work shifts during the day
were no longer available.
Additionally, around 87% of the working age population in the Coalville and
Kamas areas work outside their home area. That percentage is steadily
increasing. As such, many local EMTs are unavailable to respond to calls
during the day because they are working day jobs outside of the area. Ads
and recruiting efforts to enlist local EMTs saw few recruits. Some that were
interested were unable to commit for many of the same reasons as local
EMTs. Further, as time has evolved, Summit County has become a more and
more expensive place to live, which has also impacted Summit County EMS’
ability to recruit and retain experienced providers.
Difficulty recruiting and retaining providers is not unique to Summit County,
it is an ever-increasing trend throughout the nation affecting both paid oncall EMS and volunteer fire departments. This trend is related to declining
volunteerism, increasing demands of the job, relatively low wages paid to
EMS workers, and the increasing demand for long-distance transports in
rural areas (EMS Workforce for the 21st Century: A National Assessment,
2008).
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One example of increasing demands is new state and federal training
requirements for EMTs with increased documentation requirements.
According to an article in EMSWorld, nearly 40% of EMTs cite their inability
to complete the continuing education requirements as a reason why they are
unable to continue serving as EMTs (Bell, 2020).
In response to this challenge, PCFD has changed its staffing model from oncall, respond from home with pagers, to part-time, responding from the
station. This new model has improved response times, but staffing remains a
challenge.
Budget
The Budget for Summit County EMS is divided between North Summit and
South Summit. Park City Paramedic response is governed by a separate
agreement with the County and has its own budget. All revenues collected
from bills/fees in all three areas of the County go to the County’s General
Fund, not to PCFD. Since Park City’s revenues exceed the cost of services,
no County General Fund pays for Park City Paramedic response.
In 2019, North Summit’s annual budget was $395,500 and South Summit’s
annual budget was $385,500, including revenues. In revenues/billings, in
2019, North Summit collected $126,423, and South Summit collected
$145,446.
These budget figures do not include capital or facility costs. PCFD pays North
Summit Fire District $4,800/year to use the Coalville Fire Station and house
one ambulance in the town of Henefer. PCFD also pays South Summit Fire
District $3,000/year to house one ambulance in the Oakley Fire Station and
stage personnel there when the North Summit ambulance is responding to a
call. Other than those expenses, no utility costs are paid to PCFD or Summit
County for station use.
Cost of service per call incurred by each area of the County is as follows
(formula: Budget less revenues divided by number of calls):
North Summit:
South Summit:

$719.46
$533.45

In our review of other rural systems in the state, the cost of service per call,
based on the same formula, is:
Carbon County:
Grand County:

$000.00 (revenues equal budget)
$777.62
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Sevier County: $54.64
Wasatch County: $260.87
Average: $273.28
When revenues are not reflected or accounted for, the cost of call per
service area is:
North Summit:
South Summit:
Carbon County:
Grand County:
Sevier County:
Wasatch County:

$1,057.49
$856.67
$727.27
$1,477.83
$710.38
$782.61

2984
$668.90

In terms of contributions to the EMS service from the County’s General
Fund, $211,089 goes to North Summit and $216,631 goes to South Summit.
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There are overhead costs for EMS to operate successfully and efficiently that
PCFD covers with their existing infrastructure for all systems. These costs
include human resources, legal services, insurance, billing and collections
coordination, budget management, training, vehicle maintenance and
mechanic, and overall administration of the programs.
Additionally, each year, Park City ambulance responds on average to 103
calls in mutual aid to North and South Summit combined, which are costs
absorbed by PCFD. This allows for full-time certified Paramedics to respond
to many incidents in North and South Summit. Park City ambulance is
dispatched to these 103 calls either because the nature of the incident
requires a Paramedic to respond, or the incident is severe or complicated
enough additional hands are needed to provide the best care possible.
Additionally, both North and South Summit Fire Districts, which are not part
of Summit County EMS, also respond to hundreds of medical calls alongside
the ambulance. It is best practice within emergency services for fire engines
to be deployed along with the ambulance. In all the other rural systems
studied, the fire districts are responding to every medical call. In Summit
County, the Dispatch protocol is to page the fire districts for all Delta coded
calls, which are higher acuity or more severe incidents, and traffic accidents.
Additionally, the fire districts are also dispatched when needed for lift assist
and other support. The costs the fire districts incur from providing this
assistance are absorbed by the districts and not reimbursed by the EMS
system.
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Revenues
Revenues coming into the EMS system consist of billings from transporting
patients and interfacility transfers (if applicable). Annually, North Summit
receives around $126,426 in revenues, South Summit receives $145,446 in
revenues, and Park City ambulance response receives $2.1 million.
Of the $2.1 million in revenues that Park City grosses, $837,000 comes from
interfacility transfers, which are treated like any other medical call.
When comparing revenues from fees paid to cover EMS service in each area
of the County, residents receiving service in North Summit pay 44.3% of the
EMS costs and in South Summit pay 41.61% of the costs.
Billable Runs
North and South Summit run about 800-840 total calls annually combined,
which includes standbys, canceled enroute, and sometimes a duplicate run
in the software. Only the calls that result in the transport of a patient in an
ambulance is billed, whether that is from a car accident, incident at home, or
interfacility transfer. The number of these runs and amounts billed fluctuate
every year. On average, North and South Summit combined see around 304
billable runs per year (see billing and collections data on pages 22, 23, and
25-26). The Park City area sees around 2,208 billable runs on average each
year, of those 731 are interfacility transfers from Park City Hospital, equaling
about $837,000 in revenue (See Attachment B for interfacility transfer data).
The state sets the rates for transport and what can be charged. Included in
the billing is the base transport rate, which fluctuates based on the
certification of the provider (the Paramedic ground transport rate is $554
higher than the Advanced EMT ground transport rate), mileage (also set by
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the state), and supplies used on the ambulance to treat the patient. The
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) regulates charges and
whether the intervention taken or provided by the EMT was justified.
There are a lot of moving parts to billing from transport rates and how the
Bureau of EMS sets rates, to supply charges, PCFD’s coordination process,
the billing company's collection process, fees, write offs, collections, etc. To
help manage the complexity of this system, PCFD has contracted with the
billing company, MED USA for billing services and employs a full-time
internal billing coordinator who collects call data after each run to ensure
complete and thorough documentation.
MED USA contributes the same level of effort to collect fees in the North and
South Summit areas as in Park City and each ambulance run is treated the
same, whether it is in North Summit, South Summit, Park City or an
interfacility transfer.
PCFD pays MED USA fluctuating fees each year based on the amount of
billable ambulance runs incurred. MED USA charges $5/run and 3% of what
is collected, which is a more competitive cost structure than other
companies used throughout the state as indicated in Unified Fire’s
transparency report.
EMTs are also required to document each ambulance call out in a patient
care report. These reports are used in the billings process, as well as by
hospitals, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, lawyers, and other
agencies.
Thorough documentation is essential to efficient billing and collection,
especially when insurance is involved. PCFD’s billing coordinator provides
strong oversight of the accuracy of the patient care reports and a structured
and thorough process for packaging information for MED USA to bill
insurance and patients in the Park City area.
In North and South Summit this function was performed by the full-time
EMS Coordinator who also had other responsibilities and could not devote
the same level of attention and oversight to the reports and billings as the
PCFD billing coordinator, which could be a factor for why the Park City
system is collecting a higher percentage of billings than eastern Summit
County.
This past summer 2020, the billing coordinator started assisting North and
South Summit, using the same procedures as the Park City providers, which
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is expected to lead to improvements in the patient care reports and possibly
in collections in eastern Summit County.
The graphs shown below represent ambulance billing information for the
North and South Summit area for the years 2017-2019. As the graphs
illustrate, most billings in North Summit are to commercial private insurance
companies (26%), personal pay (19%) and Medicare (16%). In South
Summit, Medicare billings make up 26% of all billings, then commercial pay
at 24% and private pay at 16%.
In the Park City area, commercial billings make up 29% of billings, Medicare
is 19% of total billings, and large insurance companies, such as Blue Cross
Blue Shield makes up 18% of billings.
Commercial private insurance companies tend to reimburse at a higher rate,
but they are much more complicated billings with coinsurance and other
technical aspects, causing more of the cost burden to fall on the patient to
pay rather than insurance. It is much more difficult to collect from patients
than from insurance companies.
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North Summit Payer Mix

South Summit Payer Mix

North Summit Payer Mix

South Summit Payer Mix

North Summit Payer Mix

South Summit Payer Mix

2017

2017

2018

2018

2019

2019

The graphs below represent contractual write-offs for the years 2017-2019.
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Collections
On average, North Summit bills for services just under $300,000 and
collects roughly $129,255 each year (a collections rate of approximately
43%), and South Summit bills around $285,000 and collects $130,689 each
year (a collections rate of approximately 46%). The Park City area bills out
close to $3.6 million each year and collects just over $2 million (a collections
rate of about 56%).
Collections are difficult to track on a yearly basis because there are lags
between bills and collections. For example, in 2020, PCFD may collect bills
from 2016.
Summit County’s EMS system is collecting a larger percentage of billings in
the Park City area compared to the North and South Summit areas.
Additionally, North and South Summit collections are far below their
allocated EMS budgets, whereas Park City’s collections exceed their
costs/budget. There are many possible explanations why.
One reason could be that call volume is not high enough in North or South
Summit to generate the ambulance revenue to offset the allocated EMS
budget.
Another reason could be because many of the medical calls in North and
South Summit come from fixed income individuals on Medicare. In the Park
City area, many calls generate through ski resort response which serves
insured tourists. Insurance companies pay a larger portion of the bill than
Medicare (Park City ambulance is also frequently charging the Paramedic
ground ambulance transport rate, which is a higher rate than what North
and South Summit can charge).
Compared to the large insurance companies, such as Blue Cross Blue Shield,
Cigna or United Healthcare, Medicare only pays a flat rate, which is a portion
of the base transport fee (they pay $750 of a $900 base transport fee),
regardless of mileage or any interventions or supplies providers used on the
patient. In these billings, the EMS system eats the costs not covered by
Medicare. Whereas the big insurance companies, pay the full $900 base
transport fee and most of the supplies, mileage, and other charges.
Park City Hospital transfers are also part of this equation. Nine times out of
ten, Park City Hospital can verify patient demographics and insurance prior
to the transport, which makes it easier on the collections side.
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While Summit County EMS does its best to maximize revenues, they are
limited by CMS, the federal agency that determines to a large degree what
local systems can charge. Additionally, the ability to generate additional
revenue by raising fees is severely limited due to rate regulation. The Utah
Department of Health, Division of Family Health and Preparedness sets the
maximum amount that an ambulance service can charge. The State
determines those rates each year. The process is heavily influenced by cost
and revenue data submitted by ambulance services throughout the state
(See Attachment C for the State’s EMS billing rates).
In looking at the following billings and collections chart, there is a fairly large
difference between gross collected and net collected for all three areas of the
County, which can be explained by write-offs. Gross collected is total
charges divided by total payments. Net collected is gross collected minus
write-offs.
Factored in the write-offs are the services and costs that Medicare, Medicaid,
and insurance companies will not pay or cover. Those services are spelled
out in contractual agreements PCFD has with these entities. These contracts
also specify what PCFD can charge the patient that insurance will not cover.
On average, 40% of costs are written off each year, which translate into
costs absorbed by the County. These contractual agreements are industry
standard with doctor’s offices and other providers in other areas and are
consistent among all EMS services nationwide, which is why many agencies
run in the red across the country.
Additionally, write-offs also include bills to patients that go unpaid.
According to MED USA, it is more difficult to collect payments from patients
than from insurance companies because insurance companies are legally
required to pay or respond to the bill or collections agency.
PCFD employs Bonneville Collection company to collect outstanding
payments from patients. They take a cut of what they collect. PCFD has biannual meetings with Med USA to strategize on how to collect payments
before they hit the collections company.
Billing and Collections Data for 2017-2019
2017
Call #
Charges
Contractual Write Off

North Summit South Summit

Park City

139

143

2131

$268,999.43

$240,369.38

$3,286,395.40

$72,614.16

$89,228.78

$975,229.43
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Payments

$113,713.46

$105,094.68

$2,000,998.46

% of Write off

27%

27%

30%

Gross % Collected

42%

42%

61%

Net % Collected

73%

63%

87%

2018
Call #

North Summit South Summit

Park City

163

173

2437

Charges

$341,012.25

$317,593.80

$3,985,655.67

Contractual Write Off

$112,384.53

$113,759.00

$1,113,467.43

Payments

$147,626.37

$141,526.38

$2,001,219.63

Gross % Collected

33%

36%

28%

Net % Collected

65%

69%

70%

2019
Call #

North Summit South Summit

Park City

130

163

2055

Charges

$287,759.55

$297,255.02

$3,436,490.79

Contractual Write Off

$124,412.32
$
126,423.95

$111,365.54
$
145,446.11

$1,186,942.73
$
2,042,898.20

% of Write off

43%

37%

35%

Gross % Collected

44%

49%

59%

Net % Collected

77%

78%

91%

Payments

Average 2017-2019
Call #

North Summit South Summit

Park City

144

160

2208

Charges

$299,257.08

$285,072.73

$3,569,513.95

Contractual Write Off

$103,137.00

$104,784.44

$1,091,879.86

Payments

$129,254.59

$130,689.06

$2,015,038.76

% of Write off

34%

37%

31%

Gross % Collected

40%

46%

56%

Net % Collected

72%

70%

83%
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Training
EMS training is an important requirement for EMS personnel to obtain and
maintain licensure. Training ensures competency in knowledge and skills
required for the scope of practice and introduces best practices, which result
in better patient care.
To ensure appropriate and quality EMS training is provided throughout Utah,
the Bureau of Emergency Medical Services and Preparedness (BEMSP)
certifies personnel who are associated with training and medical oversight.
Endorsement for EMS Instructors, EMS Course Coordinators, Training
Officers, and certification for Medical Directors is administered by the BEMSP
and incorporated in licensure training requirements. In addition, the BEMSP
approves courses for licensure to ensure training standards are met.
Summit County EMS follows nationwide training guidelines. Clinical care is
guided and overseen by internal processes, including physician medical
direction, up-to-date protocols, quality assurance and improvement review,
and continuing EMS education.
PCFD follows the BEMSP guidelines for required training hours. The BEMSP
requires that every Advanced EMT receives a minimum of 50 hours of
training every 2 years, and Paramedics receive a minimum of 60 hours of
training every 2 years.
PCFD certifies members in Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS)
biannually. PALS training includes five hours of continuing education hours
and two hours of hands-on training. Below is an outline of the program:
•
•
•
•

PALS online training through Target Solutions.
Review AHA PALS book.
Review PALS scenarios and algorithms.
EMS Lab PALS practice – Scenario-based training intended to simulate
pediatric emergencies to reinforce important concepts of systematic
approach to pediatric assessment, basic life support, PALS treatment
algorithms, effective resuscitation, and team dynamics.

All emergency response personnel must also certify/recertify in Advanced
Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) biannually. ACLS training includes six hours of
continuing education hours and two hours of hands-on training. Below is an
outline of the program:
•
•
•

ACLS online training through Target Solutions.
Review AHA ACLS book.
Review ACLS scenarios and algorithms.
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•

EMS Lab ACLS practice – Scenario-based training intended to simulate
adult emergencies to reinforce important concepts of systematic
approach to adult assessment, basic life support, ACLS treatment
algorithms, effective resuscitation, and team dynamics.

Each cardiac arrest run is reviewed to ensure protocol compliance and
identify training needs. The goal of Summit County EMS is to save every
savable life in the communities served.
EMTs are required to complete monthly trainings to satisfy National Registry
certification standards as well as build competence and confidence. Summit
County EMS generates monthly target reports to ensure EMTs are on track
with expectations. North Summit Fire District currently does all this as well.
Facilities, Vehicles and Equipment
Summit County EMS is housed in two buildings:
• North Summit Fire Station
• Kamas Garage
The Kamas garage needs to be updated and is not a long-term solution.
Ambulances are also staged as back-up ambulances in the Henefer and
Oakley Fire stations.
Summit County has delegated the build and maintenance of the ambulance
fleet to PCFD. Currently, there are 15 ambulances and two quick-response
vehicles in the PCFD Fleet. In the South Summit area there are three
ambulances staged, two in the Kamas garage and one in the Oakley Fire
station. In the North Summit area there are two ambulances staged, one in
the North Summit Fire station and one at the Henefer Fire station. Not all
five ambulances in North and South Summit combined are fully staffed every
day. Only two of the ambulances are front-line vehicles and staffed daily,
while the remaining three are in reserve to be used if a front-line ambulance
has maintenance problems, or if a call occurs in those areas and providers
are nearby at the start or end of a shift. The reason why more ambulances
are not staffed each shift is because the call volume does not warrant the
additional resource and because there is not the funding to cover these
vehicles every day.
Ambulances are heavy-duty vehicles and are prone to breakdowns due to a
variety of reasons. Investing in maintenance is critical to keeping these
vehicles in service. In addition to maintenance, rotating ambulances
between stations to manage mileage is also a constant activity. The Coalville
and Kamas area ambulances often push over 25,000 miles each year.
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PCFD also put together a committee of providers to help manage ambulance
mileage by deciding which ambulances are placed in each area. This
committee has been tasked with advising the EMS Administrative Battalion
Chief on new ambulance purchases. Summit County allocates money to
purchasing new ambulance vehicles and delegates this decision-making
process to PCFD.
Presentation of System Data
Ambulance Calls Per Year

2984

Number of Runs by Area
North Summit Ambulance Runs
by City

South Summit Ambulance
Runs by City
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Crossover Calls

South Summit Crossover

2018
2019
2020

North Summit
Ambulance Responses
5
4
5

Park City
Responses
7
6
5

Total
12
10
10

3 Year Total

14

18
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2018
2019
2020

South Summit
Ambulance Responses
3
4
5

Park City
Responses
4
3
4

Total
7
7
9

3 Year Total

12

11

23

2018
2019
2020

North Summit
72
54
30

South Summit
52
54
47

Total
124
108
77

3 Year Total

156

153

309

North Summit Crossover

Park City Mutual Aid
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Ambulance Response and Run Times

* Note: Although averages are important, there are so many factors that go into responding
to each incident that affect response times, such as delays from when Dispatch receives the
call to sending the page, when a provider tells Dispatch they are enroute, distance from the
station to the incident, terrain and accessibility, weather, time of day, etc. It is important to
consider these factors when looking at these response times in the aggregate
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Overall Performance of Summit County EMS System (2019 and 2020)
Metric

Standard/
Benchmark

North
Summit

South
Summit

Park City

Ambulance,
Staffed 24/7/365
Response Time
(from page to
wheels rolling)
Current on
Certifications &
Training
Call Reviews and
Call Outcomes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

60 seconds (goal)
2 minutes (max)

2020 Average
Time: 1:56
mins
Yes

2020 Average
Time: 2:20
mins
Yes

2020 Average
Time: 1:26
mins
Yes

Review 100% of
cardiac arrest and
trauma calls and
outcomes
$105.17 (avg of
counties studied)
Gross: 43%
Net: 77%
(2019)
System has
Advanced EMT
and/or Paramedic
licensed
personnel; Meets
Utah minimum
equipment
standard; 100%
passage rate for
ambulance
inspections;
Current licensure
Monthly

100%

100%

100%

$719.46 (2019)

$533.45 (2019)

$000.00 (2019)

Gross: 43%
Net: 77%
(2019)
Yes

Gross: 49%
Net: 78%
(2019)
Yes

Gross: 59%
Net: 91%
(2019)
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Monthly

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cost of Service
per Call
Percentage of
Collections
Level of Service
(certified
personnel,
equipment,
ambulance
inspections,
licensure)

Medical Control
and Medical Labs
Communications
with Hospitals

Yes

There is also a
Trauma
Committee
COVID-19
Taskforce,
Standing
relationship with
ER Medical
Director and
Nurse Manager
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Dispatch Reports
Each year, Summit County Dispatch receives more and more calls. Three
quarters of those calls are medical, requiring an ambulance page. Even
during the COVID-19 pandemic, call volumes have increased. In particular,
the North and South Summit areas are becoming busier and busier. More
and more frequently, the second ambulance is deployed to Kamas or
Francis, which used to be a rare event.
Summit County Dispatch has observed an evolution of response times over
the last three years, notably, a big improvement in response once providers
moved to being dispatched from the station as opposed from home. Night
response has also improved considerably by providers responding from the
station instead of home.
Dispatch has also witnessed improvements in responses to North and South
Summit after PCFD initiated a new model for backfilling ambulances that
moved the second-out ambulance to the central area, so it is staffed with
providers listening to the radio, ready to go and respond to any call in the
County. This change made sure an ambulance was able to respond to North
and South Summit in the event the Coalville or Kamas ambulances were
already out on calls.
Another protocol change Dispatch noted was requesting fire service response
to all life-status questionable medical calls. Those pages are occurring at the
same time the ambulance is paged, resulting in better response times and
better patient care by having extra personnel on hand to lift assist.
Note: In the following performance measurement reports, response time, or
“minutes to respond” is the time from when the call is entered into the
system (essentially received in dispatch) to the time the first unit arrives on
scene.
Dispatch Report: 2017 Performance Measurement (North and South
Summit)
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Dispatch Report: 2018 Performance Measurement (North and South
Summit)

Dispatch Report: 2019 Performance Measurement (North & South
Summit)
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Comparison Between North Summit, South Summit, and Park City
Metric
Population
Staffing &
Experience

North Summit
5,899
18 Part-time Advanced
EMTs, includes 1 Parttime Shift Supervisor

Park City
29,183
33 Full-time
Paramedics
45 Full-time Advanced
EMTs, includes 1 On-

$395,500 (2019)
631.32 sq miles

South Summit
7,063
18 Part-time Advanced
EMTs, includes 1 Parttime Shift Supervisor
1 Full-time EMS
Coordinator (shared
with North Summit)
Experience level
ranges from 0.5 years
to 11 years
$385,500 (2019)
530.64 sq miles

2

3

10

North Summit Area
property values
contribute 6.9% of
total General Fund
balance

South Summit Area
property values
contribute 11.19% of
total General Fund
balance

Park City Area
property values
contribute 81.91% of
total General Fund
balance

County GF funds
55.70% of the cost of
EMS services in North
Summit
374 (2019 numbers)

County GF funds
58.39% of the cost of
EMS services in South
Summit
450 (2019 numbers)

2,984 (2019 numbers)

$719.46

$533.45

$000.00

4

2

78

Experience level
ranges from 0.5 years
to 19 years
Budget
Service Area
Mileage
Number of
Ambulances
per Service
Area
Level of
County GF
Subsidy in
Each Area

Call Volume
Dollar per Call
Residents are
Paying
(minus
revenue)
Number of
Personnel
CrossTraining with
Firefighters*

Duty Battalion Chief

Experience level
ranges from 1 year to
20 years
$2,042,898 (2019)
104.32 sq miles

* This number was determined by the number of EMS personnel that work for North
Summit Fire and South Summit Fire and typically also work an ambulance shift
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Comparison with Other Jurisdictions
Data Point
Population of
service area
Square mileage
of service area
Call volume per
year
Number of
ambulances &
stations
Ambulance
Response Times

Staffing (FT, PT,
paid on-call,
certs)

Carbon
County

Grand
County

Sevier
County

Wasatch County

20,000

9,764

21,000

32,000

3,000

3,600

1,800

1,176

1,650

1,421

1,830

2,300

6 Ambulances
1 Station

6 Ambulances

9 Ambulances
3 Stations

9 Ambulances
3 Stations

Price area: 2-6
mins
Other towns: 615 mins
Remote areas:
30-50 mins
21 employees:
8 full-time
13 part-time
(no on-call)

During the day:
~2 mins
At night: ~4
mins

7.5 minutes

Out the door less than 2
minutes and average
response time to on
scene is 8-10 minutes

41 employees:
13 full-time
(9 Paramedics
& EMTs)
8 part-time
20 on-call
respond from
home

46 employees:
4 full-time
2 part-time
40 paid on-call
EMT: 11
Advanced: 13
Paramedic: 15

40 employees:
27 full-time
13 part-time
(5 Paramedics; 4
Advanced EMTs)

A total of
$1.48M in
wages &
benefits:
Basic EMT
$15.20/hour
AEMT
$17.34/hour
Paramedic
$20.09/hour
Two
ambulances
fully staffed
every day, 1
back up
ambulance
staffed by oncall employees
every day, and
3 other backup
or surge
ambulances not
regularly
staffed

Full Time:
$20/hour
Part Time: $18/
hour
$12/day pager
time

Full-time: $45,000/year
with benefits; Stipend
for on-call $30/hour for
training; $50/hour
responding to calls

3 crews, 2
providers a
crew

Prior to merge with Fire,
providers responded
from home. Now as call
volume has increased, it
is a 24/7 operation from
the station

Staffing
Compensation

A total of
$575,000 in
wages &
benefits: Basic
EMT $11.03$12.77/hour;
AEMT $15.31$17.73/hour

Staffing
Structure

2-person crew
responds as first
ambulance 24/7
from the station
2-person crew
responds from
home to 2nd out
ambulance
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Two full time
crews work
variable 12hour shifts

Overall Budget
and funding
mechanism

Billable calls

Collections
Characterization
of local
relationships

Agreements
with other
entities or
jurisdictions

$1.2-$1.4
million
depending on if
replacing an
ambulance
(every other
year); General
Fund
1,316 calls in
2019 at a cost
of $2.6 million;
Medicare and
Medicaid
volume is high
due to an older
population
$1.2 million
Very strong
partnerships
with County,
cities, fire, and
law
enforcement; all
entities
prioritize patient
health & safety
Fire service
agreement with
cities; all fire
districts respond
to calls within
their service
area and to the
2nd out
ambulance in
entire County;
also perform lift
assists and
respond to
cardiac arrests;
law
enforcement
also responds

$2.1 million
(2020);
estimated to
increase to $2.8
million in 2021

$1.3 million

$1.8 million

1,400 total
calls/year; 900
are billable;
$2.08 million

1,250 calls (5060%) at a cost
of $2.5 million

1,200 calls at a cost of
$2.4 million

$995,000
Working hard to
improve

$1.2 million
Fire service
does not
respond to
medical calls,
unless
extrication or
extra hands are
needed

$1.2 million
Good relationship with
community. Transitioning
to a Council-County
manager form of
government made a
huge difference and
helped with merging to
full time fire/EMS

Fire service
does not
respond to
medical calls
unless
requested by
EMS. The two
do work
together on
vehicle
accidents,
house fires,
HazMat, and
some specialty
rescue incidents

None

None
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Considerations
There are several characteristics of Summit County EMS that provide context
to the overall performance of the system. It is important to be aware of
these issues when evaluating how EMS is performing in the different areas of
the County.
Geography
Comparable to other rural EMS systems, Summit County has a relatively
small population spaced out among an EMS service area of 1,266 square
miles and many of those miles cover mountainous terrain or forest areas,
making access to some of the more remote areas of the County where
people live full-time a big challenge both from the perspective of the time it
takes to get there and from the quality of the roads. Specifically, South
Summit covers three major recreation canyons and the Uinta mountain
range. EMS response times to these areas will be difficult regardless of
where ambulances are dispatched to get there.
Dispatch has updated some paging protocols in an effort to send ambulances
to these areas more quickly, but the geography of the County will always be
a unique challenge and must be considered when considering structural
changes to the system.
Population and Economic Dynamics
Each area in the County has unique population dynamics, which impact the
types of calls to which EMS is responding. For example, in North Summit,
where I-80 runs through from Utah to Wyoming, in 2019 many of the
medical calls (11%) were transportation traffic accidents. In South Summit,
many of the calls were motor vehicle accidents and falls among older
individuals. In the Park City area where two major ski resorts are located,
most of the incidents EMS is responding to are trauma calls from accidents
and injuries (See Attachment D for run type data).
Additionally, Summit County’s economy is based on tourism and recreation
with three major ski resorts in the Park City area; reservoirs, historic sites,
chalk creek and an alternative route to the Unita mountains in North
Summit; and the three recreation canyons and gateway to the Uinta
Mountain range and national forest in South Summit. This dynamic not only
makes EMS response unique in Summit County but also busy as the
population on a given weekend in the winter or summer months can triple
with the influx of visitors who are involved in activities that can result in
injury or cardiovascular distress due to the high altitude.
Further, due to the recreation that occurs in the County’s backcountry, often
the County’s Search and Rescue (SAR) teams are dispatched along with the
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ambulance to medical incidents because SAR has the specific equipment and
vehicles needed to access those remote areas.
Part-time Hours Restrictions and ACA Implications
To provide the best service within the allotted budget, Summit County EMS
has relied on a part-time employee model, limiting providers to working less
than 30 hours/week or 1,560 hours for the year. Staying below 1,560 hours
within the year avoids the cost of paying health insurance to providers as
stipulated in the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and allows the EMS system to
cover 24/7 service without going over budget. Limiting hours also avoids
overtime costs, which helps the budget as well.
However, this restriction to 30 hours/week has impacted recruitment and
retention of providers who want full-time work, as well as makes
management of providers a challenge since they cannot control the number
of calls that occur during their shifts or how long each incident takes to
respond to, requiring more personnel to cover the shifts.
Application of ACA to EMS
The Affordable Care Act applies to businesses or entities with 50 or more
full-time employees or equivalents (FTE), or to entities that are part of an
aggregate group that has more than 50 FTEs. Since EMS is part of PCFD,
which has more than 50 employees, and further part of the larger County
organization, the ACA applies.
Further, the US Department of Labor has taken the formal position that if
workers are paid on a per hour basis, it is considered compensation and
therefore the individual is an employee, not a volunteer. As an employee,
the employer mandate of the ACA is triggered, and health insurance must be
provided to employees who work more than 30 hours/week or 1,560 hours
in a year.
Overtime
Regarding the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and overtime, although fire
service districts may be eligible for a partial overtime exemption, EMS
employees are not, even those cross-trained as firefighters, and must be
paid overtime over 40 hours per week (see Patterson vs Dallas Fortworth
International Airport).
Recruitment and Retention of Local Experienced Providers
The Summit County community has evolved over the last several years as
the state population has grown. Due to the County’s location in the
mountains but proximity to Salt Lake City, Heber City, and Provo, more and
more of the county’s residents live in the rural North and South Summit
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areas but work in cities and towns outside of the County. As a result, it has
been difficult to find local part-time providers who have the time to serve as
EMTs in the County while also maintaining a full-time day job elsewhere (the
fire districts are experiencing the same difficulty with recruitment and
retention of employees). Employers have also become more reluctant to let
employees off during the day to respond to an EMS call that on average
takes one to three hours.
Additionally, as the community has grown, so has the cost of living in
Summit County. It is difficult to find providers, especially those with
experience who can afford to live in the County and work for the $13/hour
wage EMS pays. The hours and pay are not quite enough for EMS to serve
as an individual’s only job, but too much to do in conjunction with another
job.
As a result, Summit County EMS has had to look to other jurisdictions and
pull in providers who live outside the County. Summit County EMS has also
had to recruit providers recently out of school who have little in-the-field
experience.
Findings
The following findings were arrived at after an analysis of Summit County
EMS performance data and comparisons with other rural EMS systems in the
context of concerns that have been articulated from North and South
Summit mayors and fire districts:
•

Summit County EMS serves North and South Summit areas. Park City
Paramedic response serves the Park City area. The two systems are
both operated and managed by PCFD but fall under three different
interlocal agreements between PCFD and the County

•

North and South Summit represent close to 31% of Summit County’s
population and the Park City area represents around 69% of the
County’s population

•

The EMS service area of North and South Summit combined cover
1,162 square miles of the County, compared with Park City’s
ambulance service area of 104 square miles

•

In addition to population and service area mileage, one of the biggest
differences between North and South Summit and Park City EMS
systems is revenues (i.e. amounts billed and collected) and cost of
service per call. Park City’s collections exceed the system’s overall
budget, meaning the cost of service per call is zero, whereas North
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and South Summit’s collections cover between 62-68% of their
budgets and their cost of service per call is $719.46 and $533.45,
respectively. Without factoring in collections/revenues, the cost per
call, based on 2019 numbers, for Park City is $668.90, for North
Summit $1,057.49, and for South Summit $856.67
•

Staffing is also another big difference between North and South
Summit and Park City. North and South Summit have 37 providers
combined (1 full-time EMS coordinator and 36 part-time AEMTs,
including two part-time shift supervisors) compared to the 78 full-time
providers Park City ambulance response has. All 78 of PCFD’s
firefighters are cross-trained and certified as EMTs or Paramedics and
therefore, respond to both fire suppression and medical calls, however,
only 11 providers are staffed on ambulances each day

•

Fairly large discrepancies existed in response times between North and
South Summit compared to Park City three to five years ago, possibly
indicating inequities in service level. However, there appears to be
parity in enroute and to scene response times, and in total run times
in 2018, 2019, and so far in 2020. The area where there still seems to
be a bigger difference is the time from dispatch to arrival at the scene,
which could be due to the geography and larger square mileage of the
North and South Summit service areas as described previously in this
report

•

Neither North Summit, South Summit, nor Park City are hitting the
EMS benchmark target of 60 seconds response time from
Dispatch/page to enroute

•

Enroute response times have improved in North and South Summit
since moving from the on-call, page from home staffing model, to
part-time employees responding from the station

•

There is also parity in the EMS systems between North and South
Summit and Park City in equipment, vehicles, training, and licensure

•

The average percentage of collected net billings is fairly consistent
from year to year among the three areas of the County (North
Summit, South Summit and Park City) over the last three years

•

Residents of the Park City area contribute more to the EMS system in
the taxes and fees for service they pay than residents of North and
South Summit. The County funds more than half of EMS operations in
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North and South Summit, while no funding is going to the Park City
area, which is paid for by fees collected by users of EMS services
•

PCFD subsidizes the overhead to run the EMS system countywide,
such as human resources, insurance, legal, equipment, vehicle
maintenance, training, billing, and other administrative functions.
Consolidated management of the system for all three areas of the
County reduces these overhead costs and creates efficiencies in
equipment, reporting, and other system operations. Any decision to
change the management of the EMS system will have to include a
solution to providing these support functions and the budget to pay for
them

•

Most medical calls (over 50%) in North Summit generate from
Coalville City and most of the medical calls in South Summit are within
city limits (79% in Oakley, Kamas and Francis combined) with 46% of
calls generating from Kamas City

•

The EMS system structure and service delivery in North and South
Summit are comparable to other rural systems, perhaps most closely
aligned with Grand County in terms of population, number of
ambulances, and budget

•

All the rural systems studied have full-time ambulances and providers
responding from the station. Some of the systems have a roster of
paid, on-call staff that are paged from home. Most of these rural
systems are independent and not fire-based or integrated in a fire
district

•

All the rural systems studied have larger call volume than the
combined call volume of North and South Summit, much bigger
budgets, and are collecting more in billings than North and South
Summit

•

There appears to be strong relationships between EMS, fire, law
enforcement, municipalities and other entities and community leaders
in the rural systems studied. Most interesting are the agreements in
these counties between fire service and EMS that include revenue
sharing and lift assists/responses to incidents

Conclusion
Summit County EMS is responding to around 824 medical calls per year in
North and South Summit across 1,162 square miles with 2 front-line
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ambulances and 37 trained and certified Advanced EMTs combined. The
system is performing on par with other rural EMS systems.
While the system data do not show glaring gaps in performance or inequities
in service level across the County, there are areas that could use additional
focus, such as collections in North and South Summit, response times from
receiving the page to arrival at scene, and building stronger relationships
with North and South Summit mayors and fire chiefs. Summit County EMS
may want to consider interlocal agreements with the North and South
Summit Fire Districts regarding responding to medical calls and cost sharing
when the fire districts respond to medical calls, formalizing this arrangement
in a more official way.
Additionally, Summit County EMS would be well served by establishing a
formal process for all the jurisdictional entities to meet on a regular basis to
discuss and propose operational changes and concerns about the
performance and management of the system so the fire chiefs, mayors, and
other partners can be heard, and issues can be addressed.
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ATTACHMENT A

Summit County EMS Open Shifts 2020
Telestaff
Roster Dates
1/17/2020
2/14/2020
2/19/2020
7/4/2020

# of
hours Station Description in Notes
Open
Why Shift was open
Road Closure due to
2.5
21 snow/accident
Prevented EMT to arrive on time
2
41 No note left Margie give away
for 2 hours, Doug working at ST21
2.75
41 Michelle working at ST21
1
41 Doug Working at ST41

7/12/2020
7/15/2020

0.5
7

41 EMT with Car trouble late for shift
21 Ashley Lewis worked shift at 21

7/19/2020
7/25/2020

1.5
0.5

41 Ashley and Doug worked at ST21
41 Employee late clock in/Doug on
Holiday pay/did not know
employee
was late
41 Samantha only found coverage
For part of the day

7/31/2020

7

PCR Numbers/ Staff

Dispatch Type of call During open shift
Times

20-0400 Full Crew

14:51

20-1081 Full Crew

7:52

20-3400 Full Crew
20-3427 Standby Full crew
20-3562 Doug and unknown 2nd
20-3644 Full crew
20-3649 1 crew member

11:24

1:45
18:08
21:16 Fire Standby Horse Trailer Fire/ NO pts

20-3841 Full Crew

9:30

20-3860 Full Crew

20:18

20-3987 Full Crew + Supervisor
20-3988 1 crew member

18:13
18:57 Canceled before arrival

Doug covering
Margie shift
41 EMT late due to traffic ticket,
Doug working other open shift

8/1/2020

0.25

8/7/2020
8/9/2020
8/25/2020
9/2/2020

0.5
11.75
12
1.5

9/26/2020
9/30/2020

12
2

10/3/2020
10/10/2020

5
2

41
41 Matt Wilde in the area for on call
Response, clocked in late due to
waiting for his daughter
41 Doug worked until 14:00
41 Doug on vacation

11/4/2020

1

21

11/11/2020

3.75

41

11/13/2020
11/30/2020

12
3.25

41
41

Total Hours

91.75

41
21
41
41

?
Ashley worked 24 hours
Doug worked shift by himself
Adam Clocked out at 17:30

20-3991 Full crew

22:52

20-4002 Full Crew
20-4003 Full Crew
20-4014 Full Crew

5:32
8:15
13:40

20-4673 Full Crew
20-4679 Full crew + Supervisor

11:02
17:56

20-5139 1 crew member

20-5280 Full Crew
20-5402 Full Crew (3)
20-5407 Full Crew
Doug working at ST41, Adam clocked
out at 16:00
Doug worked at ST21, Adam worked
ST41
Doug worked at ST41
Doug worked at ST21
20-6238 Full Crew

Trauma/ATV Rollover MA37 & Airmed
10:56 Responded

11:57
17:51

11:10

ATTACHMENT B
PCFD Interfacility Transport Data - 2019
Entity
NORTH SUMMIT AMBULANCE

Insurance Name
(blank)

Charges

Insurance Payments

Write-Offs

Patient Resp

1

$1,974.70

$0.00

$0.00

$1,974.70

1

$1,974.70

$0.00

$0.00

$1,974.70

AAA

1

$1,926.40

$415.44

$1,510.96

$0.00

AARP

2

$3,603.95

$1,192.27

$2,412.58

-$0.90

AARP MEDICARE COM UHC

1

$1,952.90

$554.30

$1,398.60

$0.00

AARP MEDICARE COMPLETE

1

$1,990.20

$555.87

$1,434.33

$0.00

AARP UHC MEDICARE COMP

1

$2,856.95

$857.91

$1,999.04

$0.00

ACUITY

1

$1,658.20

$1,287.20

$371.00

$0.00

AETNA

21

$35,724.90

$13,113.87

$17,485.25

$5,125.78

AETNA ADVANTAGE

1

$1,689.85

$305.01

$1,134.84

$250.00

AETNA/CA

2

$4,201.05

$3,112.48

$1,088.57

$0.00

ALLIANT HEALTH PLAN

1

$2,061.20

$0.00

$0.00

$2,061.20

ALLIANZ GLOBAL

1

$1,911.40

$1,529.12

$382.28

$0.00

ALLIANZ GLOBAL ASSISTANCE

1

$1,911.40

$0.00

$0.00

$1,911.40

ALTIUS

2

$3,299.75

$0.00

$1,067.29

$2,232.46

ATTN KAISER EMI

1

$1,816.20

$0.00

$0.00

$1,816.20

AUTO OWNERS

2

$3,197.40

$1,319.30

$0.00

$1,878.10

BAS BENEFITS

1

$1,911.40

$1,911.40

$0.00

$0.00

103

$183,510.27

$142,036.01

$25,210.17

$16,264.09

BC/BS TX

1

$1,689.85

$1,520.87

$0.00

$168.98

BC/BS UT

1

$2,061.20

$0.00

$0.00

$2,061.20

BC/BS UT - FEDERAL

5

$8,986.70

$8,970.62

$16.08

$0.00

CARESOURCE

1

$1,848.10

$0.00

$1,848.10

$0.00

CHAMPUS/TRICARE/PGBA/WPS

1

$1,879.75

$606.96

$1,272.79

$0.00

30

$53,070.40

$16,859.48

$29,661.91

$6,549.01

1

$1,689.85

$490.04

$1,077.30

$122.51

NORTH SUMMIT AMBULANCE Total
PARK CITY AMBULANCE

# of Transports

BC/BS

CIGNA
CIGNA HEALTH CARE
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Entity
PARK CITY AMBULANCE

Insurance Name

# of Transports

Charges

Insurance Payments

Write-Offs

Patient Resp

CIGNA PPO

1

$1,879.75

$657.14

$1,149.59

$73.02

COLONIAL MEDICAL INS

1

$1,689.85

$1,111.88

$0.00

$577.97

DMBA

2

$3,236.45

$2,734.49

$501.96

$0.00

EBSO

1

$1,689.85

$551.84

$1,138.01

$0.00

EDUCATORS MUTUAL

3

$5,322.75

$3,199.98

$0.00

$2,122.77

EMI HEALTH

3

$6,415.65

$3,548.87

$2,484.50

$382.28

GEICO

1

$1,689.85

$485.57

$1,082.89

$121.39

GREEN SHIELD CANADA

1

$1,689.85

$1,351.88

$337.97

$0.00

HEALTH EZ

1

$1,753.15

$515.01

$1,238.14

$0.00

HEALTH MANAGEMENT NETWORK

1

$2,069.65

$0.00

$0.00

$2,069.65

HEALTH NET

1

$1,879.75

$1,629.75

$0.00

$250.00

HEALTH PLAN OF NEVADA

1

$1,911.40

$1,661.40

$0.00

$250.00

HUMANA

2

$3,567.95

$585.50

$2,532.45

$450.00

INTERMOUNTAIN CLAIMS INC

1

$2,084.65

$0.00

$0.00

$2,084.65

KAISER AMBULANCE CLAIMS

5

$8,585.85

$6,089.09

$2,496.76

$0.00

KAISER PERMANENTE SO. CAL

1

$1,673.20

$1,673.20

$0.00

$0.00

LIBERTY HEALTHSHARE

1

$1,867.09

$0.00

$1,192.04

$675.05

MARTINS POINT HEALTHCARE

1

$1,916.80

$0.00

$0.00

$1,916.80

MEDADVANTAGE

1

$1,909.75

$467.19

$1,367.56

$75.00

MEDICAID

2

$3,537.95

$300.51

$3,237.44

$0.00

MEDICAID UT- TRADITIONAL

1

$1,688.20

$148.56

$1,539.64

$0.00

MEDICAID UTAH

1

$1,689.85

$138.33

$1,551.52

$0.00

53

$108,843.95

$30,017.79

$61,145.93

$17,680.23

149

$275,564.62

$76,902.53

$187,624.10

$11,037.99

MEDICARE COMPLETE

1

$1,951.40

$602.29

$1,349.11

$0.00

MEDISHARE

1

$1,609.60

$605.58

$1,004.02

$0.00

MERITAIN HEALTH

1

$1,879.75

$397.08

$1,482.67

$0.00

MISC WORKERS COMP

1

$2,084.65

$2,084.65

$0.00

$0.00

MEDICAID/UT
MEDICARE
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Entity
PARK CITY AMBULANCE

Insurance Name

# of Transports

Charges

Insurance Payments

Write-Offs

Patient Resp

MOLINA

1

$1,952.90

$0.00

$1,952.90

$0.00

MOLINA HEALTHCARE

1

$1,689.85

$0.00

$0.00

$1,689.85

MOLINA MARKETPLACE

2

$3,506.30

$480.00

$772.00

$2,254.30

MOLINA/MEDICAID

3

$6,250.65

$2,843.77

$3,406.88

$0.00

NALC

1

$1,762.02

$0.00

$0.00

$1,762.02

OPTUM BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

5

$9,940.15

$1,961.42

$7,756.21

$222.52

OPTUM CARE

8

$14,783.67

$3,962.62

$10,356.14

$464.91

16

$29,624.35

$8,106.57

$20,601.06

$916.72

PARAMOUNT HEALTH CARE

1

$1,951.40

$135.06

$1,816.34

$0.00

PARK CITY HOSPTIAL

3

$5,542.65

$5,542.65

$0.00

$0.00

PEHP

5

$8,759.10

$7,988.21

$0.00

$770.89

PLEASE COMPLETE & SEND TO

8

$14,830.85

$3,455.76

$3,854.94

$7,520.15

QUAL CHOICE

1

$1,880.70

$0.00

$0.00

$1,880.70

REGENCE GROUP ADMIN RGA

1

$1,719.85

$1,689.85

$30.00

$0.00

RISK ADMINISTRATION SERVI

1

$1,816.20

$453.62

$1,362.58

$0.00

RR MEDICARE

2

$3,787.84

$1,248.72

$2,539.12

$0.00

S & C CLAIMS

1

$1,911.40

$1,911.40

$0.00

$0.00

SECURE HORIZON

1

$1,879.75

$594.82

$1,284.93

$0.00

SEDGWICK

2

$3,791.15

$799.02

$2,992.13

$0.00

73

$136,283.25

$110,914.89

$11,457.34

$13,911.02

SELECT HEALTH ADVANTAGE

3

$5,524.48

$1,750.11

$3,774.37

$0.00

SELECT MED

3

$4,558.40

$3,508.00

$0.00

$1,050.40

SELF PAY

6

$11,560.10

$3,837.80

$0.00

$7,722.30

SINCLAIR HEALTH SERV

1

$1,916.80

$196.52

$1,671.14

$49.14

TALL TREE

3

$5,274.45

$729.21

$4,490.40

$54.84

TALL TREE ADMINISTRATION

1

$1,759.55

$298.04

$1,461.51

$0.00

TALL TREE ADMINISTRATORS

3

$5,128.90

$774.37

$4,354.53

$0.00

TRICARE

2

$3,696.20

$1,147.90

$2,548.30

$0.00

OPTUM HEALTHCARE NETWORK

SELECT HEALTH
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Entity
PARK CITY AMBULANCE

Insurance Name

# of Transports

Charges

Insurance Payments

Write-Offs

Patient Resp

TRICARE - WESTERN REGION

2

$3,870.15

$1,278.96

$2,591.19

$0.00

TRICARE EAST HUMANA

1

$1,658.20

$426.84

$1,155.36

$76.00

TRICARE WEST/HEALTHNET

1

$1,689.85

$561.24

$1,128.61

$0.00

TRICARE WESTERN

1

$1,784.80

$694.73

$1,200.70

-$110.63

TRICARE WESTERN REGION

1

$1,689.85

$469.46

$1,179.39

$41.00

TUFTS HEALTH PLAN

2

$3,357.40

$229.71

$1,428.49

$1,699.20

U OF U HEALTH

1

$2,284.00

$1,732.30

$246.00

$305.70

UHC

2

$3,759.50

$1,867.28

$1,873.32

$18.90

UHC OPTIONS PPO UMR

1

$1,689.85

$1,689.85

$0.00

$0.00

UHC-ALL SAVERS PLAN

2

$3,892.15

$765.16

$1,149.59

$1,977.40

UMR

2

$3,646.65

$382.92

$1,321.93

$1,941.80

10

$18,604.10

$6,611.89

$8,262.99

$3,729.22

1

$1,531.60

$523.14

$1,008.46

$0.00

19

$35,853.45

$17,554.57

$15,311.99

$2,986.89

8

$13,896.95

$6,338.78

$7,018.37

$539.80

19

$34,572.65

$16,316.09

$13,235.21

$5,021.35

UNITED HEALTHCARE/MTH

2

$3,569.60

$1,940.84

$1,331.52

$297.24

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

5

$8,927.65

$6,758.15

$0.00

$2,169.50

65

$122,684.38

$5,297.43

$960.89

$116,426.06

VA ADMINSTRATION

1

$1,953.05

$351.31

$1,601.74

$0.00

VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH

1

$1,943.05

$0.00

$0.00

$1,943.05

VETERANS CHOICE PROGRAM

1

$1,704.85

$0.00

$0.00

$1,704.85

WORKER COMP OF UTAH

3

$5,922.90

$3,789.50

$0.00

$2,133.40

PARK CITY AMBULANCE Total

731

$1,351,702.02

$574,008.74

$514,315.96

$263,377.32

Grand Total

732

$1,353,676.72

$574,008.74

$514,315.96

$265,352.02

UMR UNITED HEALTHCARE
UMWA
UNITED HEALTH CARE
UNITED HEALTHCA
UNITED HEALTHCARE

UTAH CARPENTER & CEMENT
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June 25, 2020
Effective Date: July 1, 2020
A ground ambulance or paramedic provider is only allowed to charge a fee for transporting a patient
when the patient is actually transported. However, this does not apply to licensed ambulance
providers, licensed paramedic providers, or designated quick response providers responding to a
medical assessment in a geographic service area which contains a town as defined in Utah Code
Annotated Title 10-2-301(2)(f).
Pursuant to Utah Code Annotated Title 26-8a-403 and Administrative Rule R426-8-200 the allowable
ambulance rates beginning July 1, 2020 are as follows:
Base Rates
Ground ambulance: $906.00 per transport
Advanced EMT ground ambulance: $1,196.00 per transport
Advanced ground ambulance (licensed as an EMT-IA ambulance provider prior to June 30, 2016):
$1,473.00 per transport
Paramedic ground ambulance: $1,750.00 per transport
Paramedic on-board (paramedic not employed by the licensed ambulance provider): $1,750.00 (total).
Mileage Rates
The standard mileage rate is $36.10 per mile or a fraction thereof. In all cases, mileage shall be
computed from the point of pick-up to the point of patient delivery.
Fuel fluctuation rate changes may be granted when diesel fuel exceeds $5.10 per gallon or when
gasoline exceeds $4.25 per gallon as invoiced; a surcharge of $0.25 per mile traveled may be assessed.
An off-road rate may be charged when an ambulance is required to travel for ten miles or more on
unpaved roads. A surcharge of $1.50 per mile may be assessed.
Supplies and Medications
A licensed ambulance provider may charge for supplies and for providing supplies, medications, and
administering medications used on any response if (1) supplies and medications are priced fairly and
competitively, (2) the individual does not refuse service, and (3) the licensed personnel for the licensed
ambulance provider assess or treat the individual.
3760 South Highland Drive, Salt Lake City, UT
Mailing address: P.O. Box 142004, Salt Lake City, UT 84114-2004
Telephone (801) 273-6666 Facsimile (801) 237-4165, www.health.utah.gov/ems

ATTACHMENT D
EMS Runs by Type by Area
2018 and 2019

North Summit EMS Runs by Type - 2018

Elite parkcityfd

Scene Incident Location Type (eScene.09)

Number of Runs

Percent of Total Runs

Street or Highway

162

39.90%

Single Family Home

132

32.51%

Recreation area

24

5.91%

Sports and athletics area

14

3.45%

13

3.20%

Commercial Establishment/Retail

8

1.97%

Public Building - Government

8

1.97%

Apartment or Townhouse

6

1.48%

Hotel/Motel

6

1.48%

Mobile Home

6

1.48%

Health Facility - Not Otherwise Listed

5

1.23%

School (private) (public) (state)

4

0.99%

Farm

3

0.74%

Gas station as the place of occurrence of the external cause

3

0.74%

Other specified places

3

0.74%

Transport vehicle

2

0.49%

Wilderness Area

2

0.49%

Industrial and construction area

1

0.25%

Other Private Residence (non-institutional residence)

1

0.25%

Recreation area-Ski Resorts, trails, etc

1

0.25%

Religious Facility

1

0.25%

Unspecified Residential Institution

1

0.25%

Total: 406

Total: 100.00%

Report Filters
Incident Date:

is between '1/1/2018' and '12/31/2018'

Agency Name (Dagency.03): is in 'North Summit Ambulance Service'

1 of 1

Printed On: 01/07/2021 10:12:44 PM

North Summit EMS Runs by Type - 2019

Elite parkcityfd

Scene Incident Location Type (eScene.09)

Number of Runs

Percent of Total Runs

Street or Highway

153

40.91%

Single Family Home

122

32.62%

Recreation area

21

5.61%

Sports and athletics area

10

2.67%

8

2.14%

Wilderness Area

6

1.60%

Apartment or Townhouse

5

1.34%

Mobile Home

5

1.34%

Other specified places

5

1.34%

Public Building - Government

5

1.34%

Commercial Establishment/Retail

4

1.07%

Gas station as the place of occurrence of the external cause

4

1.07%

Hotel/Motel

4

1.07%

Unspecified Residential Institution

4

1.07%

Farm

3

0.80%

Free-Standing ED/Urgent Care Center

3

0.80%

Recreation area-Ski Resorts, trails, etc

3

0.80%

School (private) (public) (state)

3

0.80%

Bike path

1

0.27%

Health Facility - Not Otherwise Listed

1

0.27%

Industrial and construction area

1

0.27%

Religious Facility

1

0.27%

Sidewalk

1

0.27%

Transport vehicle

1

0.27%

Total: 374

Total: 100.00%

Report Filters
Incident Date:

is between '1/1/2019' and '12/31/2019'

Agency Name (Dagency.03): is in 'North Summit Ambulance Service'

1 of 1

Printed On: 01/07/2021 10:15:22 PM

South Summit EMS Runs by Type - 2018

Elite parkcityfd

Scene Incident Location Type (eScene.09)

Number of Runs

Percent of Total Runs

Single Family Home

188

41.87%

Street or Highway

116

25.84%

Sports and athletics area

25

5.57%

Recreation area

23

5.12%

Assisted Living (Other residential institution)

18

4.01%

Commercial Establishment/Retail

17

3.79%

11

2.45%

10

2.23%

Other specified places

7

1.56%

Apartment or Townhouse

6

1.34%

School (private) (public) (state)

6

1.34%

Industrial and construction area

3

0.67%

Mobile Home

3

0.67%

Transport vehicle

3

0.67%

Free-Standing ED/Urgent Care Center

2

0.45%

Health Facility - Not Otherwise Listed

2

0.45%

Other Private Residence (non-institutional residence)

2

0.45%

Religious Facility

2

0.45%

Farm

1

0.22%

Medical Office

1

0.22%

Nursing Home

1

0.22%

Recreation area-Ski Resorts, trails, etc

1

0.22%

Wilderness Area

Sidewalk

1

0.22%

Total: 449

Total: 100.00%

Report Filters
Incident Date:

is between '1/1/2018' and '12/31/2018'

Agency Name (Dagency.03): is in 'South Summit Ambulance Service'

1 of 1

Printed On: 01/07/2021 10:18:55 PM

South Summit EMS Runs by Type - 2019

Elite parkcityfd

Scene Incident Location Type (eScene.09)

Number of Runs

Percent of Total Runs

Single Family Home

180

40.00%

Street or Highway

107

23.78%

Recreation area

30

6.67%

Commercial Establishment/Retail

20

4.44%

Sports and athletics area

19

4.22%

Assisted Living (Other residential institution)

18

4.00%

Medical Office

11

2.44%

Apartment or Townhouse

10

2.22%

Recreation area-Ski Resorts, trails, etc

10

2.22%

8

1.78%

5

1.11%

Free-Standing ED/Urgent Care Center

5

1.11%

School (private) (public) (state)

5

1.11%

Health Facility - Not Otherwise Listed

4

0.89%

Other specified places

4

0.89%

Farm

3

0.67%

Industrial and construction area

3

0.67%

Public Building - Government

2

0.44%

Hotel/Motel

1

0.22%

Other Private Residence (non-institutional residence)

1

0.22%

Public Building - Cultural

1

0.22%

Sidewalk

1

0.22%

Transport vehicle

1

0.22%

Unspecified Residential Institution

1

0.22%

Total: 450

Total: 100.00%

Wilderness Area

Report Filters
Incident Date:

is between '01/01/2019' and '12/31/2019'

Agency Name (Dagency.03): is in 'South Summit Ambulance Service'

1 of 1

Printed On: 01/07/2021 10:17:05 PM

Park City EMS Runs by Type - 2018

Elite parkcityfd

Scene Incident Location Type (eScene.09)

Number of Runs

Percent of Total Runs

Hospital

745

25.69%

Recreation area

455

15.69%

Single Family Home

383

13.21%

Street or Highway

302

10.41%

Apartment or Townhouse

206

7.10%

Hotel/Motel

166

5.72%

Commercial Establishment/Retail

145

5.00%

Sports and athletics area

120

4.14%

Free-Standing ED/Urgent Care Center

113

3.90%

Health Facility - Not Otherwise Listed

52

1.79%

Medical Office

34

1.17%

Prison/Jail/Detention Center

23

0.79%

Public Building - Government

22

0.76%

School (private) (public) (state)

22

0.76%

Other specified places

20

0.69%

Sidewalk

15

0.52%

Assisted Living (Other residential institution)

12

0.41%

Bike path

11

0.38%

Industrial and construction area

10

0.34%

Bus station as the place of occurrence of the external cause

7

0.24%

Gas station as the place of occurrence of the external cause

7

0.24%

Wilderness Area

7

0.24%

Unspecified Residential Institution

5

0.17%

Public Building - Cultural

4

0.14%

Other Private Residence (non-institutional residence)

3

0.10%

Recreation area-Ski Resorts, trails, etc

3

0.10%

Transport vehicle

3

0.10%

Religious Facility

2

0.07%

Airport

1

0.03%

Farm

1

0.03%

Mobile Home

1

0.03%

Total: 2,900

Total: 100.00%

Report Filters
Incident Date:

is between '01/01/2018' and '12/31/2018'

Agency Name (Dagency.03): is in 'Park City Fire District'

1 of 1

Printed On: 01/08/2021 06:56:51 AM

Park City EMS Runs by Type - 2019

Elite parkcityfd

Scene Incident Location Type (eScene.09)

Number of Runs

Percent of Total Runs

Hospital

736

24.20%

Recreation area

428

14.07%

Single Family Home

404

13.29%

Street or Highway

328

10.79%

Apartment or Townhouse

235

7.73%

Commercial Establishment/Retail

180

5.92%

Hotel/Motel

171

5.62%

Free-Standing ED/Urgent Care Center

141

4.64%

Recreation area-Ski Resorts, trails, etc

133

4.37%

Sports and athletics area

64

2.10%

Prison/Jail/Detention Center

35

1.15%

School (private) (public) (state)

27

0.89%

Medical Office

23

0.76%

Public Building - Government

22

0.72%

Health Facility - Not Otherwise Listed

21

0.69%

Assisted Living (Other residential institution)

10

0.33%

Industrial and construction area

10

0.33%

Sidewalk

9

0.30%

Other specified places

8

0.26%

Bike path

7

0.23%

Bus station as the place of occurrence of the external cause

7

0.23%

Religious Facility

7

0.23%

Wilderness Area

7

0.23%

Transport vehicle

5

0.16%

Gas station as the place of occurrence of the external cause

4

0.13%

Mobile Home

3

0.10%

Other Private Residence (non-institutional residence)

3

0.10%

Public Building - Cultural

3

0.10%

Unspecified Residential Institution

3

0.10%

Boarding-house

2

0.07%

Other Private Residence-Assisted Living

2

0.07%

Sidewalk, Bike Path

2

0.07%

Railway Station/Trax/Frontrunner

1

0.03%

Total: 3,041

Total: 100.00%

Report Filters
Incident Date:

is between '1/1/2019' and '12/31/2019'

Agency Name (Dagency.03): is in 'Park City Fire District'

1 of 1

Printed On: 01/08/2021 06:58:07 AM

